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A method that can be used to extend the capabilities of the integrator f computer mathematics 
systems to include symbolic evaluation of indefinite integrals containing special functions or 
their products is described. The approach is based on a technique of indefinite integration 
which was first described in a previous article [Piquette, J. C., Van Buren, A. L. (1984). 
Technique for evaluating indefinite integrals involving products of certain special functions. 
S IAM J. Math. Ana l  15, 845-855]. Special-case xpressions which are useful in evaluating 
integrals containing either one or two Bessel functions, Legendre functions, Hermite functions, 
or Laguerre functions are also given. An implementation f this method in the SMP TM language 
is described. A tabulation of some of the integrals that have been evaluated using the method 
is given. 
1. Introduction 
1.1. BACKGROUND 
To date, the focus of symbolic integration methods in symbolic omputation systems has 
been on elementary functions. These systems have some minimal capabilities for integrat- 
ing special functions. For example, MACSYMA can perform integrations involving the 
error function, denoted erf x. An instance is 
f exp[-erf2(x)-x 2] -~ erf(erfx). dx 
4 
A decision procedure has been given (Knowles, 1986) for the indefinite integration of a 
class of integrands that includes the error function and the logarithmic integral. The 
present paper gives methods for symbolic integration of integrands with other special 
functions. 
A theoretical technique for evaluating integrals containing special functions is described 
in Piquette & Van Buren (1984) and Piquette (1986, 1990). This technique is ideally suited 
for implementation i  a computer mathematics environment. This technique can be used 
to develop a procedure for symbolic integration of special functions. The purpose of this 
paper is to present a description of a procedure that does exactly this. 
1.2. THE THEORETICAL APPROACH 
Piquette & Van Buren (1984) present an analytical technique for evaluating indefinite 
integrals of the form 
I = I f (x)  ~-I R(~,)(x) dx, (1) 
d i=l 
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where R~',~(x) is the ith type of special function of order tz~ obeying the set of recurrence 
relations 
( i )  _ CO (0  R•+a(x) - a~(x)R~, (x) + b~, (x)R~,_,(x), (2a) 
(iJ ( i) (i) DRy, (x) = c~ (x)R~ (x) + d~ (x)R,_,(x). (2b) 
Here a~, b~, c,, and d~ are known functions corresponding to ..~R {~}. The superscript i on 
the function R denotes that the integral I may contain a mixture of special functions; 
i.e. each of the special functions of the product erm of Eq. (1) may be of different ype. 
The symbol D of Eq. (2b) represents d/dx. The symbol f(x) contained in I is used as a 
generic notation to denote any portion of the integrand which is not a member of the 
class of functions obeying the relations of Eqs (2). Special functions that fall into the 
category of obeying recurrence relations (2) include most of the special functions of 
physics, such as Bessel functions, Legendre functions, Hermite functions, Laguerre 
functions, etc. 
The method of Piquette & Van Buren (1984) assumes that the integral I of Eq. (1) may 
be represented by the expression 
~ l rn  
I=  E ~ ""  E Ap,pz...p,,(x) ~ RCi'(~,,+p,)t.,J,l'a (3) 
p l=0 p2=0 pro=0 i~ l  
where the 2 m coefficients Ap,p:...p,(x) are functions to be determined. In what follows, 
we will refer to (3) as the "solution template". Note that the solution template contains 
only R~ and R~,+~ terms. This is possible because, owing to recurrence relations (2), the 
set {R~, R~+~} is closed with respect o differentiation. 
The technique begins by replacing (1) by a coupled system of linear inhomogeneous 
differential equations. [See Piquette & Van Buren (1984, p. 847, Eq. (11)). In what follows, 
we will refer to this formula as the "system template". See also Piquette (1986).] This 
coupled system always occurs in normal form (see, e.g., Ross, 1980) and hence can always 
be uncoupled (see, e.g., Forsyth, 1959; see also Piquette, 1990). The method of Forsyth 
introduces an operator O to uncouple the system (see Piquette (1990) for the specific 
form of this operator for the present case). In what follows, we will refer to this operator 
as the "O operator". The O operator is applied to the system produced by the system 
template to uncouple one of the auxiliary functions A [see Eq. (3)] from the remainder. 
In what follows we will refer to the one function uncoupled in this manner as A~; i.e. 
the subscript I is a shorthand notation for the set of subscripts of the specific function 
A that has been (arbitrarily) selected to be uncoupled from the remainder of the set. 
Applying the O operator in the manner described by Forsyth eventually produces a single 
differential equation in the one unknown At. (The remaining functions A are expressed 
in terms of derivatives of At.) This uncoupled, differential equation has the properties 
that it is ordinary, linear, inhomogeneous, and of nth order, where n = 2", and m has 
the same meaning as in (1). Any particular solution of this one equation for At, when 
combined with the expressions (resulting from the method of Forsyth) that relate the 
remaining functions A to derivatives of A~ yields a particular solution of the coupled 
system produced by the system template. This particular solution will result in an analytical 
expression for the integral I of Eq. (1) via substitution i to the solution template of Eq. 
(3). Hence, this integration technique reduces the problem of obtaining the antiderivative 
of Eq. (1) to the problem of finding any particular solution of the differential equation 
for the single function At. Since none of the special functions R of the integral of Eq. 
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(1) appear in this differential equation, the problem of finding a particular solution is 
frequently tractable. 
2. Heuristics for Searching for a Particular Solution 
In the present section, we consider heuristics for searching for a particular solution of 
the differential equation for AI. These heuristics can frequently find a particular solution, 
thus successfully evaluating the indefinite integral of Eq. (1). These heuristics are also 
particularly well suited for implementation in a symbolic-mathematics computer language, 
such as MACSYMA TM or SMP TM. 
The integration technique summarized in section 1 produces an ordinary, linear, 
inhomogeneous differential equation in the one unknown AI. Although many symbolic- 
mathematics programs include an ordinary differential equation solver, this solver is 
usually not particularly helpful in finding a solution to the equation of interest here. 
There are two primary reasons for this. First, such solvers are most successful inproducing 
solutions to equations of the second order. However, the differential equation of interest 
is only of second order in the case in which the product erm of the integral contains 
only a single special function [i.e. m = 1 in Eq. (1)]. Hence, we are often interested in 
equations of order greater than 2. Second, the algorithm of such solvers usually must 
determine the general solution of the homogeneous equation before it can generate the 
required particular solution of the inhomogeneous equation. However, it is only a 
particular solution of the equation that is required to complete the integration in the 
present method. The general solution of the homogeneous equation is never needed. It 
is frequently possible to find a particular solution to the inhomogeneous equation of 
interest even in cases in which it is difficult, or impossible, to find the general solution 
of the homogeneous equation in terms of known functions. Thus, differential equation 
solver algorithms that are based on first finding this general solution are not usually of 
much help in the present case. It is usually more fruitful to attempt various candidate 
functional-forms for the solution and to test, by direct substitution i to the differential 
equation, whether a given candidate functional form does indeed represent a particular 
solution. 
Three categories of functional forms have been found to be quite successful insearching 
for a particular solution of the uncoupled ifferential equation which results from the 
procedure described in section 1. For the purposes of the present article these three 
categories will be referred to as (i) truncated Laurent series solutions, (ii) modified 
truncated Laurent series solutions, and (iii) f(x)-based series solutions. Substituting each 
of these assumed forms into the differential equation in question transforms the problem 
of searching for the unknown function At into the problem of searching for an appropriate 
set of constant expansion coefficients. Thus, the method to be described here is similar 
to the method of undetermined coefficients. 
The truncated Laurent series method involves the substitution of the truncated series 
p P 
AI = ~ b,,x-"+ ~ a,,x" (4) 
n=l  n=0 
into the uncoupled ifferential equation for At. Here, the parameter p represents the 
order of truncation of the Laurent series. In practice, an efficient implementation involves 
starting with p = 1, and then, if no solution results, incrementing p by 1 and trying again. 
This process is continued up to some predetermined maximum value for p. 
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Equation (4) is a reasonable candidate functional form for At providedf(x)  is a rational 
function of x. Assuming that the original differential equation has initially been expressed 
in a rationalized form in which one side of the equation is equal to zero, and further 
assuming that f(x) is a rational function of x, the search for the expansion coefficients 
aM and b, of  Eq. (4) involves (i) substitution of Eq. (4) into the uncoupled ifferential 
equation, (ii) evaluation of all pending derivative operations, (iii) rationalization of the 
resulting equation and setting the numerator equal to zero, (iv) regrouping the equation 
in terms of powers of  x, and (v) imposing the necessary and sufficient condition that the 
coefficients of  each power of x in the equation vanish. This final step results in a set of 
simultaneous linear algebraic equations in the unknown expansion coefficients. This set 
can be solved by algebraic methods (using the appropriate symbolic operator) provided, 
of  course, that the resulting number of equations is consistent with the associated number 
of  unknown coefficients. 
The truncated Laurent-series method escribed above wilt only be successful, of course, 
i f  f(x) is a rational function of x. I f  this is not the case, other approaches must be 
attempted. One approach that frequently works is to modify the Laurent series solution 
of Eq. (4) to include f(x) as a factor. Hence, if f (x) is not a rational function x then, in 
lieu of  using Eq. (4) for the solution, we try instead 
Al =f(x b,x-" + ~, a,x" , (5) 
n 1 n=0 _1 
where p has the same meaning as in Eq. (4). 
Equation (5) is useful only when f(x) is such that differentiation does not produce 
new functions (other than rational functions of x or powers of x). Therefore, Eq. (5) is 
useful for functions f(x) such as e -x~ and x ~', where /z is an arbitrary constant, but is 
not useful for a function such as sin(x), since differentiation produces cos(x), which is 
not the original f(x), nor a rational function of x, nor a power of x. In this case, we use 
instead the equation 
at(x)=f(x)[ ~ b"x-"+ ~ a'~x"]+f'(x)[,~= ~" 1 dnx-".+ _ c,x" , (6) 
n=l  n~O I t l=O 
which we refer to as an " f (x) -based series" solution. The prime in the second term in 
Eq. (6) denotes differentiation with respect o x. Note that the f (x) -based series solution 
is actually a sum of two modified Laurent solutions, in which the second portion of the 
solution contains the factor f'(x). 
One might suppose that Eq. (6) would only be useful for functions f(x) such as sin(x) 
and cos(x), where repeated ifferentiations only cause oscillation between a limited class 
of  functions. However, Eq. (6) can also be useful in the case where f(x) is a logarithm 
function. Consider, for example, formula (B2) of Appendix B. (This Appendix is a 
tabulation of  some of  the integrals that have been evaluated using the integration method 
described in this article.) Note, from the left-hand side of Eq. (B2), that in this ease, 
f(x) = ln(1 + x). The particular solution of the uncoupled ifferential equation arising in 
this case is given by the coefficient of the P,.+~(x) term in formula (B2). Note that neither 
Eq. (4) nor Eq. (5) would be successful in generating this solution because (i) the function 
f(x) is not a rational function of x (as is required for Eq. (4) to work), and (ii) the second 
term in the particular solution (note again the coefficient of P,+1 in formula (B2)) does 
not inc ludef (x )  as a factor (as is required for Eq. (5) to work). However, note that f ' (x ) ,  
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and higher derivatives, are rational functions of x in this case. Hence, when Eq. (6) is 
substituted into the uncoupled equation and the resulting equation is rationalized, only 
terms that either include ln( l+x) as a factor of a polynomial, or terms that are pure 
polynomials, will appear. Note that the coefficient of P,+~(x) in Eq. (B2) is of this form, 
hence Eq. (6) succeeds in satisfying the differential equation for this case. 
O f course, Eqs (4)-(6) do not represent all possible particular solutions of the uncoupled 
differential equation that arises from the present method. However, they are successful 
in a surprisingly large number of cases. In fact, these solution forms are applicable to 
all the cases listed in Appendix B, and for many other cases as well. 
3. A Method for Symbolic Evaluation of Integrals Containing Special Functions 
3.1. SYNOPSIS OF THE METHOD 
The ideas described in the preceding sections can be combined to create a procedure 
to evaluate automatically integrals of the form of Eq. (1). This procedure first uses the 
pattern-matching capabilities of a symbolic-mathematics program such as MACSYMA 
or SMP to determine which specific special functions are present in the product erm of 
Eq. (1). Once this identification is made, the system template can be used to generate the 
relevant coupled system, and the O operator used to uncouple it. This produces a single 
nth order, ordinary, inhomogeneous, linear differential equation in the one unknown At. 
The heuristics of section 2may then be used to find a particular solution to this uncoupled 
equation, and this solution may then be substituted into the expressions (resulting from 
the method of Forsyth) that relate the remaining functions A to derivatives of At. The 
resulting solution set A may then be used in the solution template, Eq. (3), to produce 
the desired analytical expression for the integral 1 of Eq. (1). 
9 3.2. AN EXAMPLE 
As a specific example, consider the symbolic evaluation of the indefinite integral 
f --X 2 
x e H~(x)H~(x) dx, (7) 
where H and H denote any solutions of the Hermite differential equation, and /x and v 
are arbitrary constants. Once the system pattern matcher has determined that the integrand 
contains two Hermite functions, the assignments 
a.(x)  = 2x, b~(x) = -2~z, c.(x) = 0, a~(x) = 2~, 
a~(x) =2x,  b~(x) = -2v ,  c.(x) = 0, d~(x) =2v, 
would be made, since these are the recurrence-relation c efficients [ ee Eqs (2)] that are 
appropriate to Hermite functions. (See, for example, Gradshteyn & Ryzhik, 1965.) Using 
these functions, the system template produces the coupled set 
DAoo+4xAoo+2(v+ 1)Am +2(~ + 1)Alo-f  = 0, 
DAm - Aoo + 2xAol + 2(/z + 1)All = 0, 
DAlo- Aoo+2xAlo+ 2(v+ 1)A11 = 0, 
(8a) 
(8b) 
(8c) 
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and 
DA11 - Aol - A,0 = 0. (8d) 
Note that Eqs (8) have been expressed in rationalized form, with the numerator of each 
equation set equal to zero. Also, the coefficient of each term of the set has been algebraically 
simplified from the expression for it that results from the direct evaluation of the system 
template. 
It is convenient to choose A~ as the function to be uncoupled from the remainder of 
the set (8), although this selection is arbitrary. Applying the O-operator to the set (8) 
(with A~=Alt) eventually results in the uncoupled differential equation given in 
Appendix A, Eq. (A24). (Appendix A provides the uncoupled equations and integral 
representations fora number of important special cases. Readers desiring to see a more 
detailed example of the uncoupling process should refer to Piquette, 1990.) Note, by 
comparing Eq. (7) to Eq. (1), in this example f (x )=xe -x~-. With this value o f f (x )  
substituted into Eq. (A24), the heuristics of section 2 produce the particular solution 
e -x2 
A, ,= (1-/.~ + v)(l+/~ - v)2" (9) 
This particular solution results from the modified Laurent series method. That is, it results 
from substitution of Eq. (5) into Eq. (A24), regrouping the resulting equation in terms 
of powers of x, and determining the set of constant coefficients a~ and bn that cause the 
resulting equation to be satisfied. Equation (9) and the function f(x) are next substituted 
into Eqs (A25)-(A27), and the results are algebraically simplified. (Equations (A25)-(A27) 
result from the algebraic solution of the first three equations of the four-equation set 
produced by the method of Forsyth (1959) in this case.) The resulting solution set for 
the functions A is then substituted into Eq. (A23) to produce the final result. This final 
result is presented in Appendix B, Eq. (B17). (Note that the particular solution for the 
function All, given by Eq. (9) above, appears as the coefficient of the H~+~H~+1 term in 
formula (B17).) 
3.3. IMPLEMENTATION USING EXTERNAL DISK FILES 
It should be noted that a direct implementation f the procedure described above is 
not efficient, due to the necessity to perform a great deal of algebraic simplification of 
the resulting expressions to obtain manageable r sults. An indirect implementation is 
much more fficient. What this means is that, in addition to creating an external disk 
library file of the recurrence-relation coefficient functions a, b, c, and d of Eqs (2), such 
an external file (or files) which contains the required uncoupled equations and solution 
templates should be created, at least for the most important classes of special functions. 
In other words, for example, every time an integral involving two Hermite functions of 
unequal orders arises, the uncoupled equations that result are always those given by Eqs 
(A24)-(A27), regardless of which function f(x) is also present in the integrand. Hence, 
these uncoupled equations can be stored in an external file and called up once the pattern 
matcher has determined that the integral under investigation is of the required form [i.e., 
of the form of the left-hand side of Eq. (A23)]. Appendix A provides all the necessary 
equations (and the integral representations) required for storage in external files to enable 
the procedure to evaluate integrals that contain either one, or two, Bessel functions, 
Legendre functions, Hermite functions, or Laguerre functions. 
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The saving of CPU time can be substantial by using the external files discussed above 
as compared to the CPU time that would be required to rederive the uncoupled equations 
for each application. For example, the derivation and algebraic simplification of the 
uncoupled equations associated with two Legendre functions of unequal order [see 
Appendix A, Eqs (A19)-(A22)] requires approximately one CPU hour to perform in 
SMP on a VAX 11/780. However, as one example in this class of integrals, the formula 
presented in Appendix B, Eq. (Bll) can be derived in approximately 40CPU seconds 
on this same machine using the heuristics of section 2 combined with an external look-up 
file that contains the required uncoupled equations for the case of two Legendre functions 
of unequal order. (This CPU time is required for the search for a particular solution to 
the differential equation (A19) as well as for the substitution of this solution into Eqs 
(A20)-(A22) and for subsequent algebraic simplification.) In view of the great saving of 
CPU time, a look-up method based on external files that contain the expressions of 
Appendix A should form the primary technique of implementing the integration method 
of this paper. The actual generation of the coupled set using the system template, and 
the subsequent uncoupling of this set using the ~9 operator should only be used in those 
cases that are not covered by the expressions given in Appendix A. 
3.4. FLOW CHARTS AND A "SELF-TEACHING" IMPLEMENTATION 
As an aid in implementation, and to help clarify the approach, flow charts of the 
procedure (and associated routines) are provided in Figs 1 and 2. The terminology and 
symbolism of the charts are defined in section 1. 
The first decision diamond in Fig. 1 is used to reject he obviously inappropriate case 
of an integrand that contains no special functions. In addition, it rejects cases involving 
integrands that contain a special function that does not obey recurrence r lations of the 
form (2). (For example, spheroidal wave functions.) Finally, it must reject integrands 
that contain special functions that are appropriate othe present technique, but for which 
the functions a, b, c, d of (2) have not been stored in an appropriate library file. For 
instance, the Chebyshev polynomials are amenable to the present echnique, since they 
obey appropriate recurrence relations. However, if the recurrence-relation fu ctional 
coefficients a, b, c, d of (2) for this case have not been stored in an appropriate library 
file the system template cannot possibly generate the appropriate coupled system. Hence, 
the first decision diamond of Fig. 1 would reject an integrand containing one or more 
Chebyshev polynomials in this case. (Of course, matters would change if the appropriate 
library file were modified to include the required functional coefficients.) 
A sophisticated implementation f the method would also include, in addition to what 
is presented in the flow charts, a mechanism for automatically updating the externat disk 
files that contain the uncoupled equations and the solution templates. That is, each time 
a ease is encountered that causes the procedure to move through the left branch emanating 
from the second ecision diamond of Fig. 1, the external disk files referred to in the right 
branch would be updated to include the uncoupled equations and solution template for 
the new case. (Of course, if this is done, a procedure for updatingthe decision mechanisms 
of the decision diamonds would also have to be provided.) Subsequent evaluations of 
integrals having the same 1-l-portion of the integrand (see Eq. 1) as the updated ease, but 
possibly a different f(x) portion, could then be evaluated at much greater speed. In this 
way the procedure can be made to be "self teaching". 
It is to be understood that this self-teaching implementation assumes that external disk 
files containing the functions a, h, e, d of Eqs (2) have already been created for all 
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Figure It. Flow chart for the integration procedure described in this paper. The symbol 1"I refers to the product 
of Eq. (1). (The symbols R, ~9, and At, as well as the term "system template", are defined in the text of section 
1.) A sophisticated implementation would provide, in addition to what is shown in this chart, a mechanism for 
updating the external disk tiles for each newly encountered H-case. 
functions of interest. That is, the only files that can be updated in this implementation 
are those containing the uncoupled equations and solution templates. It is not possible 
to deduce the functions a, b, c, d for a case not previously encountered. Thus, for example, 
it is possible for such a self-teaching implementation to deduce how to evaluate an integral 
involving, say, the cube of a Bessel function,/fthe r levant recurrence-relation c efficients 
have been made available to it. However, an integral involving even a single Chebyshev 
polynomial could not be accommodated if the appropriate r currence-relation c efficients 
have not been provided. 
Of course, a sophisticated implementation f the self-teaching kind would not require 
the external disk files of Appendix A to be separately created. These files would be 
self-created by evaluating at least one case in each category of interest. This could be 
achieved, for example, by letting the procedure valuate at least one integral from each 
subsection o f  Appendix B. 
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subs rrLrrE I 
SOLUTION 
SERIES 
INTO EQUATION 
FOR A~ , 
SUBSTITUTE t INTO SOLUTION 
TEMPLATE, : 
SIMPUFY AND 
PRINT RESULT 
MAX 
Figure 2. Flow chart which gives the logical structure for each of the particular-solution search routines: (i) 
Laurent series, (ii) modified Laurent series, and (iii) f(x)-based series. (Only the block located irectly below 
the "set p = 1" block must be modified for each of the different series.) The symbol p denotes the upper value 
of the summation i dex in Eqs (4)-(6). The term "solution template" refers to Eq. (3). 
4. Summary and Conclusions 
A technique for automatic symbolic evaluation of indefinite integrals involving special 
functions or their products has been described. The technique involves first using what 
we have called the system template [i.e. Piquette & Van Buren, 1984, p. 847, Eq. (11)] to 
replace the integral with a coupled set of ordinary linear differential equations. This set 
is subsequently uncoupled using the 0 operator of Forsyth (1959) to produce a single 
ordinary, linear, inhomogeneous differential equation in the one unknown At. Since this 
process can require an excessive amount of CPU time, it is more efficient o implement 
this portion of the procedure based on an external file look-up method for the uncoupled 
equations arising in the most important cases. 
Once a single, uncoupled, differential equation in one unknown has been obtained, 
the integration process is completed by finding any particular solution to this equation. 
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Heuristics for searching for this particular solution have been described. These heuristics 
involve various uses of a truncated Laurent series. Computation ofthe constant coefficients 
of the various series is quite similar to the computations involved in implementing the 
method of undetermined coefficients. These constant coefficients can be determined by 
using the algebraic-equation-solving capabilities of a symbolic-mathematics computer 
program. 
The entire integration procedure described in this paper can be implemented so that 
it functions in a completely mechanical way. That is, it can be implemented so that it 
either directly evaluates the general formulas provided in Piquette & Van Buren (1984) 
and Piquette (1986, 1990) or it can be implemented in a way that refers to external files 
based on the expressions provided in Appendix A. Alternatively, a self-teaching version 
of the method, as described in section 3.4, could be implemented. The resulting uncoupled 
differential equation can be symbolically solved using one of the truncated Laurent series 
heuristics described here. Thus, the entire procedure can be implemented so as to not 
require any human intervention; i.e. a symbolic operator can be defined that takes as 
input the integrand of (1) and yields as output a fully integrated expression. The author 
has implemented the procedure in terms of such an operator using the SMP program, 
and subsequently derived the integrals of Appendix B. That is, giving the integrands of 
the formulas of Appendix B as input to this operator automatically produces as output 
the fully integrated expressions that are shown. If the procedure of this paper were 
incorporated into the integration operator of a symbolic-mathematics computer program 
such as SMP or MACSYMA, it would extend the integration capabilities of the on-board 
symbolic integrator to include indefinite integrals of the form of Eq. (1). At the time of 
writing this procedure is being evaluated for possible inclusion in the program 
Mathematica TM (D. Withoff, Wolfram Research, Algorithm Development, pers. comm.). 
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Appendix A 
EXPRESSIONS FOR INCLUSION IN EXTERNAL FILES 
The amount of CPU time required for the direct generation of the equations of the 
coupled set using the system template, and their subsequent uncoupling using the 69 
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operator can be excessive. Hence, it is more efficient o implement this phase of the 
integration technique using an external file look-up procedure, leaving only the particular- 
solution-search heuristics of section 2 for direct symbolic evaluation in most cases. The 
expressions required for inclusion in such an external file (or files) for several important 
special cases are given in the present appendix. 
The organization of information in each subsection of this appendix is as follows. First, 
the solution-template representation f the integral in question, as generated by Eq. (3), 
is presented. This representation i volves permutations of the orders of the special 
functions in question, and also involves the unknown functions of the set A. Second, the 
uncoupled ifferential equation for one member of the set A is given. In the case of 
integrands containing one special function, the uncoupled equation involves the function 
A1; in the case of integrands containing two special functions, the uncoupled equation 
involves the function A1 x- The remaining equations of each subsection give the expressions 
required to determine all remaining unknown functions of the set A in terms of the 
uncoupled function (i.e. in terms of A~ for integrands containing one special function 
and in terms of AI~ for integrands containing two special functions). For example, in 
subsection A1 (a), Eq. (A1) gives the appropriate solution-template integral representation, 
Eq. (A2) gives the uncoupled equation for the function A~, and Eq. (A3) gives the 
expression for the function Ao in terms of the function A~. The equations given in the 
remainder of this appendix follow this same organizational pattern. 
A1. EXPRESSIONS FOR INTEGRANDS CONTAINING ONE SPECIAL FUNCTION 
(a) Bessel Function Z~(x) 
(Here, as well as elsewhere in this appendix, Z and 2 denote the Bessel functions J
or Y, or linear combinations of J and Y, and/z and v represent arbitrary numbers.) 
f f (x)Z.(x) dx = Ao(x)Z~(x) +A,(x)Z~+,(x), (A1) 
I 1 - l, 2"] 
D2AI_lx OA1+ l+~J  31 =f(x), (A2) 
ao=Dal-[v+----~l]aa. (A3) 
t. x J 
(b) Legendre Function P,(x) 
f f(x)P.(x) dx -- Ao(x)P~(x) +Az(x)P~+,(x). 
-(1 - x) (1 q- x)D2AI +2xDA 1 - ~,(v + 1)A1 = - (v  + 1)f(x), 
- ( -1  +x)(1 +x)DA1 
Ao(x) - xA,. 
( l+v)  
(c) Hermite Function H~(x) 
f f(x)H~(x) dx = Ao(x)H.(x) + Al(x)H~+l(x), 
D2A1 + 2xDAt + 2(u + 1)A~ ~-. f(x), 
Ao(x) = DA1. 
(A4) 
(AS) 
(A6) 
(A7) 
(AS) 
(A9) 
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(d) Laguerre Function L,~(x) 
f f(x)L,.(x) dx = Ao(x)L~(x)+Al(x)L.+t(x), (A10) 
xD2A~ + (1 + x)DA1 + (1 + v)A1 = -(1 + v)f(x), (All) 
x 
Ao(X)=-A1 - -  DA1. (A12) 
( l+v)  
A2.  EXPRESSIONS FOP. mTECRANDS CONTA~NmC NON-MIXED PRODUCTS OF TWO 
S~'EC~AL FUNCTmNS OF UNEQUAL ORDER 
(a) Bessel Functions Z~(x)Z.(x) 
f &(x)2~(x)f(x) d~, = Aoo(x)ZAx)2.(x)+ ao,(x)ZAx):&+,(x) 
+ A,o(X)&+,(x)2.(x)+ A,,(x)&+,(x):~.+,(x). (A13) 
x4D4Al1-2x3DaAll +xa(7- 2/'.2- 2v 2+4x2)D2A11 
-- 3x(5 -- 2tz 2 - 2 v 2) DAH + [ (2-/ .)~ - v2][(2 +/z)2 _ v2]Au 
= 2x4Df+2x3f, (A14) 
x (3+/,  + v) (-7 -3/~ -3v -2~v +/,2+ u2-4x ~) 
Aoo =2(~ + v~ D3An + 2(/~+ v) D=A" q 2x(]z+ v) DA,, 
(--2-/* - v)( -4-2/~v +/.~2+ v"-2x 2) xf  
q 2X2(/Z + v) An q-~'/~+v 
-x  2 3x (7 - 3/z 2- v 2 + 4x 2) 
Am--2(pfi_v2 ) DaAll-/- 2(/~2_ ~,2 ) D2A,~ 2(/,,2 v2) 
(4 +/3,b t2 - 3/d, 2 - ~/3 _/./.9...[_ 2x2) x2 f  
q All4 
xO,  ~-  ~,~) (u. ~-  ~,~)' 
x ~ 3x (7 - / .2_  3 v 2 + 4x 2) 
Am=2(/~2_v2 ) D3An 2(p2_v2) D2An "+ 2(/z2_u2) 
(4-1-/Z21., --/z2-- 3/.,2 -- ua+2x 2) x2f 
X(/a, 2 -  V 2) All  (/32__ V2) " 
(b) Legendre Functions P~,(x)P,,(x) 
DAn 
DAll 
(A15) 
(A16) 
(A17) 
f P~(x)P~(x)f(x) = Aoo(x)P~,(x)P.(x)+Ao~(x)P~(x)P.+,(x) dx 
+ A,o(x)Pv.+,(x)P.(x)+ A,,(x)P.+,(x)P~+,(x), (A18) 
(x 2-1)2D4Au(x) + 10x(x 2-1)D3Atl(x) 
-2 (4 - / z  - v +/-~x2+ l dX2-~j .~2X2" J  - V2X2--/.g 2 -  / d2-12x2)D2All(x) 
-6x( -2+/~+ v+/~2+ v2)DA~(X) 
+ (~ + ~) ( -1  + ~ - v ) (1  + ~ - v ) (2  + ~ + z,)A.(x) 
= 2(1 +/.L)(1 + v)Df(x), (A19) 
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- -x  
Aoo(X) = ~ f ( x )  
(x2-1)  
(/z - v)(1 +/z + v) 
Df(x )  + gooo(x)At, (x) + gool (x)DA1 i(x) 
+ goo2(x)D2An(x) + goo3(x)D3Au(x) + goo4(X) D4A, I (x) ,  (A20) 
-0  + ~') 
Ao, (x )  = (1~ - v)(1 + la, + v) " f (x )  + gom(x)A , , (x )  + gmt (x )DA i1(x )  
+ go,2(x)D2Al,(x) + gm3(x)D3Alt(X),  (A21) 
(1 +/z) 
Alo(x )  (/~ -- v)(1 +/~ + v) f(x) + gloo(X)All(X) + glOl(X)OAll(x) 
+ glo2(x)D2All(x) + glo3(x)D3An (x). (A22) 
The parametric functions g in Eqs (A20)-(A22) are given by 
[la. + v + I-* v + la. v 2 - 2 vx 2 +/~ 2/,, + ~L~ 2/,,,2 - -  /~2X2 ..~ 2/)3X2 "+ /."4X2 - - / .s  2 
--4/t.~/.,2X 2 -- ]d~V3X2.+2I, g2VX 2 -- jU 21t2X2 + l/,3/,~X2 --[-- IL/, 2 -- 2v a - v 4] 
gooo(X) - (1 +/, ) (1 + v) (/., - v)(1 +/z + v) 
-x [12-  12v-- 31~V2--41a, x2+16vx2 + 31.z xv + 31a,2XZ + la,3 Xx + 9 vZx2 
_ V3X2+ 3/~VaX2 _ 3/z2 vx 2 _ 3/z2 _ ],~3 _ 9v  2 + v3 _ 12X 2] 
goo, (X)  - 
good X ) = 
2(1 +/z)(1 + v)(/.~ - v)(1 +/z + v) 
[(x 2-  1)(8 - /~ -3v  --5~X2+9VX2"Fl~2X2+3V2X2--~2--3v2--24X 2] 
2(1 + p,)(1 + v) (/., - v)(1 + p, + v) 
x( -1 +x~)~(a0+~-  ,) 
good X ) = 
2(1 +/z)(1 + v)(/z - v)(1 +/z+ v) '  
( -1 + x2) 3 
gooa(X) -- 
2(l + l.*)(l + v ) ( l~-  v)( l  + l~ + V) ' 
go, t (x )  = 
go,o(X) 
- / ,x(1 +/,  - v)(2+/,  + v) 
(1 +~)(~-  v)(1 +g + v) ' 
[2 - 3/z - v + 3 p.x2 + vx 2 + 3/A,2X 2 + V2X 2 -- 31.~ 2- v 2 - 6X 2] 
2(1+/ . , ) ( / , -  v ) ( l+p ,+ v) 
go12(x) = 
3x(-1 + x 2) 
(1 +/.~) (/* - v)(1 +/ ,  + v)' 
( -  1 + x2) 2 
got3(X)  ---- 
2(1 + ~)(v, - v)(1 +/z + v) '  
vx(1 -p ,  + v)(2+ ~ + v) 
g,oo(  X ) = 
(1 + v)(/z - v)(1 +/z  + v)'  
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and 
[2-/~ -- 31,' + I, ZX~ + 3 VX2 + Ia.2 X= + 3 V 2X2 -- tZ 2 -- 3 V= -r 6X= ]
g,o , (X)  = 
2(1 + v)(/~ - v)(1 +/z + v) 
-3x( -  1 + x 2) 
g lo2(X)  - 
(1  + v)(** - v)(1 +~ + v) '  
- ( -1  + x2) 2 
g,o~(X) = 
2(1+ v) ( / , -  v)(l+/~ + v)" 
(r Hermite Functions H,,(x)lq~(x) 
f H~, (x)ff-I~,(x)f(x) dx = Aoo(X)H~,(x)lSI,,(x) +Ao,(x)H~,(x)H,,+,(x) 
+ Alo(x)H~+~(x)Iq,.(x)+ AH(x)H,.,+~(x)ISI,+~(x), (A23) 
D4Att +8xD3A~I +4(4+/z + v+ 5x2)DZA~l +4x(13+41., +4v+4x2)DA~ 
+4(4+2tz+2v-21.Lv+41zx2+4vX2+la,2+v2+8x2)Ax,=4xf+2Df (A 4) 
Aoo = 89 + xDA~ + (2 +/,  + ~,)An, (A25) 
Aol= 1 D3All .q 3 xD2Al l  ~ (5+3/z+ v+4x 2) DAn 
4( /z -v )  2 ( /z -v)  2(/z-v) 
2x (2 +/z + v) f 
+ (/z - v) At," 2(tx - v)' (A26) 
1 DaAn 3xD2An (5+/z+3v+4x 2) 
Al~ -4  (/z - v) 2 (/z - v) 2(/z - v) PAl ,  
2x(2+/z+ v) f 
AI1 q - -  (A27) 
(~, - ,,) 20,  - ~,)" 
(d) Laguerre Functions L~(x)L,,(x) 
f L~(x)L~(x)f(x) dx = Aoo(x)Lo(x)L.(x) + Aoa(x)L~(x)E,~+,(x) 
+ Alo(X)L~+l(x)ff,~(x)+ A,,L~.+,(x)ff,~+,(x), (A28) 
x2D4An + x(5 + 4x)D3A,~ + (4 + 17x + 2/zx + 2 vx + 5x 2) DZA~ 
+ ( l l + 31~ + 3v +16x + 41~x + 4vx + 2x2)DAll 
+(6+3# +3v+4x -2tzv+21~x+2vx+l~2+ v )Alt 
= 2(l + l~)(l + v)f + 2(l + ~)(l + v)Df, (A29) 
-x  2 x(3 +2x) (1 + 5x +/zx + vx+x 2) 
A~176 2( I+/z ) ( I+v)D2An 2( l+/ , ) ( l+v)  DAn 
q. (I,* + v -- 2x + 2txv - Izx - vx) A~ + f (A30) 
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Ao 1 m. 
x 2 
2(1 + p.)(/* - v) 
3_ x(l+x) 
D3AI1 
-2  (1 +/~)(/z-- v) 
2 (1+8x+3t xx+vx+2x2) 
D All DAIt 
2(1 +/z)(/z-  v) 
(2+31~-v+4x-2tzv+21~x+2vx+21~Z) A~ l+v  
t+ f, 2(1 +/ . ) ( / , -  v) /z-~, 
x 2 3 x( l+x)  
A'~ v)(tz-v) D3AI'-t 2 ( l+v) ( tz -v )  
(A31) 
D2An q (l + 8x + p'x + 3ux + 2xZ) DAtl 
2(1 + v)(tz - u) 
(2-/z +3v+4x-21zv+2p, x+2vx+ 2v 2) AH - 1 +.._____~ ,. 
(A32) 
20 + , ' )0 .  - v)  t* - v 
j .  
A3. EXPRESSIONS FOR INTEGRANDS CONTAINING THE SQUARE OF A SPECIAL FUNCTION 
(a) Bessel Functions Z2,,(x) 
f Z~(x)f(x) = Aoo(x)Z~(x) dx + 2Aodx)Zdx)Z.+,(x)+ At,(x)Z.+,(x),2 (A33)  
x3D3An(x) - 3x2D2An (x) + x(7 - 4 v 2 + 4x 2) DAn(x) 
+4(-2+2v:  --x2)Atl(x) = 2x3 f(x), (A34) 
Aoo(X) =89 (3+2v_....) DA,,(x)q (2+2--~-~ +x2) A,,(x), (A35) 
2x x"  
Am(x) = 89 - (1 + v__._~) An(x). (A36) 
(b) Legendre Functions [Pv(x)] 2 
f [P~(x)]2f(x) dx = Aoo(X)P~(x) +2Ao,(x)P.(x)P~+,(x) + Au(x)P~+I(X), 
(-1 +xZ)2D3An(x) q- 6x(-1 +x2)D2An(x) 
-2(1-2v+2vx2+2v2xZ-2v2-3x2)DAn(x) -4v( v + l )xAn(x) 
= 2(v + 1)2f(x), 
( - l+x2)  z , (-1+x2)(2+ v) (v+x 2) 
Aoo(X) 2( l+v) 2 D2A,l(x)* ~ xDA,,(x)+ (l + v-----~ A,l(x), 
DA,,(x) -xA11(x). 
- ( - l+x  2) 
Am(x) -
2(1+ v) 
(c) Hermite Functions Hi(x) 
f H~(x)f(x) dx = Aoo(X)H2.(x) +2Am (x) H.(x)H.+,(x) + At, (x) H2.+, (x), 
DaAn(x) + 6xDZAn(x) + 2( 5 + 4v+ 4x2)DAI,(x) +16x( I + v)All(x) = 2f(x), 
(A37) 
(A38) 
(A39) 
(A40) 
(A41) 
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(d) 
Aoo(X) = 89 + xDA,,(x) +2(1 + u)A,,(x), (A42) 
Am (x) = 89 (x). (A43) 
Laguerre Functions L~(x) 
f t~(x)f(x)dx=Aoo(x)L~(x)+Ao,(x)L~(x)L.+,(x)+A,,(x)L~+l(X), (A44  
x2D3A~(x ) +3x(1 + x) D2Al~(x ) + (1 + 8x + 4vx + 2x2)DA1 l(x ) 
+ 2(1 + 2x)(1 + v)A~,(x) -- 2(1 + v)2f(x), (A45) 
x 2 x(3 + 2v+ x) DAal(x)+ ( l+v+x)  All(x), (A46) A~176 2(1+ v) 2 l+v  
x 
aol(X) = - - -  DAla(x) - A,~(x). (A47) 
2(1 + v) 
Appendix B 
A BRIEF  TABLE  OF INTEGRALS 
The following is a table of some of the integrals that have been evaluated using the 
integration technique described in this article. This table is useful for checking the 
correctness of code that has been developed to implement the procedure described here. 
Some of these integrals may be verified by reference to standard integration tables (see 
particularly Prudnikov, Brychkov and Marichev, 1986). However, many of them were 
not previously tabulated prior to the appearance of the integration technique described 
herein. [In particular, the results not tabulated in Prudnikov et al., are formulas (B2), 
(B3), (B5), (B6), (Bg), (B10), (B12)-(B15), and (B20).] 
It is also worthwhile pointing out that the method of this paper can also successfully 
handle most of the indefinite integrals tabulated in Prudnikov et al. The exceptions are 
primarily those few cases which do not have the structure of the solution template, Eq. 
(3). [Note that those cases that involve terms containing special functions of orders other 
than/z and/~ + 1 must first be transformed using (2) in order for the solution to exhibit 
the same structure as (3).] The remaining exceptions are those cases derived by induction 
from a general reduction formula. [Even many of these cases can be handled for specific 
numerical orders, provided that a sufficiently large maximum value of the parameter p 
has been eoded into the implementations of equations (4)-(6).] Note that in order to 
accommodate integrals involving special functions with arguments other than x, e.g., 
J~, (kx) (where k = constant), it is first necessary tore-define the meanings of the functions 
a, b, c, d of Eqs (2). That is, in this example, R~,(x) = J.(kx). 
In these formulas, as in Appendix A, the symbols Z and 2 denote the Bessel functions 
J or IF, or linear combinations of J and Y, and/z and v denote arbitrary numbers. It is 
to be understood that the formulas presented are not valid whenever the chosen parameters 
cause denominators in any of the expressions to vanish. 
(a) Integral involving one Bessel function Z,(x) 
f sin(x)Z~(x) dx 2[(2v+ 1) sin(x)-2x 4x 1/2 sin(x)Z,+l(x) cos(x)] Z~(x) (B1) 
x 3/2 = xl/2(2v-1)(2v+1) (2v-  1)(2v+ 1) 
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(b) Integral involving one Legendre function P.(x) 
; [ x 1 ~]  
ln(l+x)P~(x)dx= - ln( l• P. 
+ 1 
+[l ln( l : t :x )  -/,2(;+1) ] P.+,. (B2) 
(c) Integrals involving one Hermite function H.(x) 
f H.(x)x-'"+S' dx r 2x-. x-'"+2' 1 = L(v+l)(~,+2) (v--~-)/H~(x) 
2v x-t"+l)H.-l(x), (B3) 
(v+l)(v+2) 
{ l+2x~ H, . (x ) - - -  H,,_,(x). (B4) xH.(x) dx ~ \2(v+2)] (v+2) 
(d) Integrals involving one Laguerre function L.(x) 
f e_O,+l)x e-(~,+llxr ~ x x ~.(x) dx= (v+l)  [-(l+x)L.(x)+L._l(X)], (B5) 
(v+2) L\,,+i 1 
(e) Integrals involving two or more Bessel functions Z~(x)2.(x) 
I Z~(x).Z.(x) dx - (2+tz+ v)(4~+4~,+ i~U2+lX2V-t z3- v3+4x 2) 
z.2~ X 3 x2(~ + ~,)[~2- (2- ~)~][~2- (2+ ~) 2 ] 
(4/z~,2+2/x-~va-4/.ta--4v3--/z4+4v 2- /.,' "~- 8X2 ) Z/z~,t,+l 
x(g ~ - ~2)[~- (2-~)-~][~2 (2+ t~) ~] 
+ 4/./.2U + 2/~2V2 +4/z 2 --/x4-- 4Vz--4U 3- u4+8X 2
x(/.,2 v2)[v2 (2_/z),][v2 (2+/.r Z~+,.Z, 
4 
I-v2+ (2 -/x)=][- v2 + (2 + p.) 2] Z,.,+tZ,,+t, 
f Z~(x) [-9-6v+x2(6+16v+8v2)+36v2+24vs+16x 4] Z2(x) 
dx = 3x3(1 - 4v2)(9 - 4v ~) 
[2(-3+4v+4v2+8x2)] 
-L ~-#x~(-i---2-;)O~ J zo(x)Z.+,(x) 
2(1 - 4 v 2 - 8x 2) 2 
3x(1- 4v2)(9-4v 2) Z.+~(x), 
f z'~(x) x 2 /3 x~\ 4 3x X d.----i 2 z,Ix)z (xl 
(B7) 
(BS) 
[1 x2\ ( 3x 1) Z3(x)Z2(x), (B9) +6~+-~)  Z~(x)Z~(x)+4 8 2x 
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f~dx  /' 1 1 2 x 2'~ / 5 2 x 2 \  
= 
+4 10854x  3x i Z3(x)Z~(x) 
[7  1 4 x2 \  
+6 ~2-~+~-5x2+~x4+ 1-~)  Z](x)Z](x) 
+4( ' 4) 108 8x x 3 Z](x)Z4(x). (B10) 
(f) Integrals involving two or more Legendre functions P~(x)fi~(x) 
f -xP~,(x)P.(x) (l+v) P,~(x)P~+,(x) P•(x)P,,(x)dx= l+~+v (/~- v)(1 +/z + v) 
(1 +/z) P~+I(x)L(X), (Bll) 
(/z- v)(l+/~ + v) 
f x[P,,(x)] 2 dx=-(l+ v)[(x2+v~ ] 2~- -  L\ 1---~v / [P"(x)]2-2xP~(x)P~+l(x) + [P~+l(X)] 2 , (S12) 
f[P3/2(X)] dx - x(93 - 480x 2 + 512x 4) 25x(-3 + 8x 2) 
18 [P~/~(x)]% 18 [P~/~(x)]~ 
5(3 - 42x 2 + 64x 4) Pa/z(x)Ps/2(x), (B13) 
9 
( 125x4 14x2_~2)[pl/3(x)]a+(_4+20xZ)Pl/a(x)[P4/3(x)]2 f x[P,~(x)] ~ dx = \, ~ -T  
+ (9x-- 25xa)[P,/a(x)]2pg/~(x) -l~63x[P4/3(x)]3, (S14) 
f x[P1/2(x)]4dx=(-5-1~94x2)[Pv2(X)]4+8-~xP,/2(x)[P3/a(x)]3 
9 ~x2)[P1/2(x)]2[P3/2(x)]2 
+6(  16 
9 {33x 3 3 81 4 
+4k-i~-+3x )[P1/2(x)] P3/2(x)-"~[Pa/2(x)]. (B15) 
(g) Integrals involving two Hermite functions H~,(x)IYl,,(x) 
f "~ - e-:'2 [-H.(x)lq.+,(x)+H~+,(x)IYt.(x)], (B16) e- H.(x)H,,(x) dx=2(/z_v)  
f ~ _ e-X'[ (~(x)n~(x)(, +/~ + ~,) xe- H~(x)H,.(x)dx=---2--"  - / z+v) ( l+/z -V)  
x x + Hu+'(x)IYI~(x) (1 +l.~ - v) q- H~(x)ff-I.+,(x) 
H,.+a(x)n.+,(x) "l 
- - i l  - / z  + v)(1 +/z--- v).J' 
( l -p ,  + v) 
(B17) 
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(h) Integrals involving two or more Laguerre functions L~,(x)[,,(x) 
f e_~L~(x)L~(x)dx=e_~rL.(x)[.(x) + ( l+v)  L~.(x)f,.+,(x) 
L (~  - u) 
(i+~) ] (~ _ . )  L , ,+ , (x )E~(x)  , 
I -~ - [ (l+l.~+v-x+21~v+tx2x+u2x-2tzvx) 
xe L~,(x)L.(x) dx=e -~ (1 - /x+v) ( l+/z -v )  
+ (l + v)(l + 2tx-lxx + ~x) 
(~-  v ) (1 - /x+ u) L~(x).[,,,+l(x) 
(1 +/z ) ( l+2u+/~x-  vx) 
(/a, - v)(1 +u. - u) L~.+,(x)E.(x) 
2(1 +/~)(1 + u) L~,+,(x)E,,+,(x)] 
(1 - /~ + v)(1 +/z - v) 
{ _ e-3XxL3/3(x) dx=e -3:' L~/a(x) " 625..___x4 853x2 675x3 
24 16 16 16 
3 F 125 125x 
+ Ls/3(x) L---~+ 12 
125 125x 275x 2 
+3L.~ 8 F 1~ 
125X 2] 
igj 
7~' l
16 A L~/~(x)t~/~(~) 
125x 515X 2 135x 3 1254 __  __  
+3 - 24 6 16 8 
16 J 
45X41L z "x'L , . l  ~-J 2.~,  5.tx U. 
B(18) 
L~(x)E,,(x) 
(m9) 
(B20) 
